I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in SAT have significantly impacted Electronic Design Automation (EDA) applications such as functional verification, logic synthesis, model checking, equivalence checking, etc. Much of these advances can be credited to efficient branching heuristics and conflict resolution procedures that have been researched over the years. The order in which variables (and correspondingly, constraints) are resolved significantly impacts the performance of SAT search procedures [1] [2] .
Early branching heuristics, such as Bohm's heuristic [3] , Maximum Occurrences on Minimum sized clauses (MOM) [4] and Jeroslow-Wang heuristic [5] , attempt to resolve smaller clauses first as that might result in earlier conflicts and implications. However, these heuristics are unable to solve large (industrial) problems that one encounters in contemporary EDA problem formulations. Subsequently, a new class of decision heuristics, such as DLIS [6] and VSIDS [1] , were derived which utilize the counts of variables or literals appearing in the clauses. Activity of a variable (or literal) -which is defined as its frequency of occurrence among clauses -plays an important role in such heuristics. The DLIS heuristic branches on the literal which has the highest activity among unsatisfied clauses. On the other hand, the VSIDS heuristic associates a score for each literal and branches on the literal with the highest score. This score is initially set to the literal's activity among all clauses. The score is updated whenever conflict clauses are added. Also, the heuristic divides these scores in a periodic manner to avoid overflow and to give importance to variables that appear in recent conflict clauses. Most conventional SAT solvers [1] [2] [6] employ variations of the such branching heuristics to resolve the constraints.
In recent past, a lot of effort has been invested in deriving variable orderings for SAT search by analyzing the problem structure. In particular, connectivity of constraints has been used as a means to efficiently model and analyze the clause-variable dependencies. Clause connectivity can be modeled by representing CNF-SAT constraints on a (hyper-) graph. Subsequently, analyzing the graph's topological structure allows to derive an "ordering of variables" that is used to guide the search.
Tree decomposition techniques have been proposed in literature [7] [8] for analyzing connectivity of constraints in constraint satisfaction programs (CSP 172-173). However, [19] has experimentally disproved their original justification and shown that the reason behind the success of JW heuristic is that it creates simpler sub-problems. This, in turn, leads to faster SAT solving. Recently, Pilarski et. al. [20] have also shown that considering clause length while deciding on next branching variable produces significantly faster results for a certain classes of benchmarks. However, note that 2-i is an exponentially decreasing function. Therefore, for large sized clauses, it generates very small numerical scores. As a result, it cannot properly differentiate between the effect of decisions on variables that appear in very large clauses. Such large clauses are commonly found in SAT problems, particularly in conflict clauses [20] . Hence, a better metric that properly accounts for clause lengths is required.
III. JW-ACTIVITY: A HYBRID SCORE FOR LITERALS
We propose a new quantitative metric that combines the activity together with clause lengths (JW heuristic). The above mentioned limitation (exponentially decreasing scores) of J(L) metric can be overcome by up-scaling the scores. We scale the J(L) metric using the activity of literal L. In other words,
For computing JW-Activity, we have modified the data structure of the conventional solver to store information regarding clause lengths. For this purpose, an array is included in the database whose purpose is store each literal's score corresponding to JW heuristic (equation 1). Hence, whenever a clause is initially read into the database, the JW score for each literal is updated. Along with this score, the solver is also allowed to update its literal activity. The JW-Activity for each literal is thus computed.
Note that when the search proceeds, some clauses will be satisfied. This requires to update the JW score dynamically. However, this update is generally very expensive as all satisfied clauses have to be recognized; thus breaking the two-literal watching scheme [1] . This issue is obviated in our overall approach -a discussion on which follows in Section VI. [17] . We exploit and extend the main concepts of ACCORD to derive a variable order that utilizes problem structure and clause length. This approach will form the basis of our initial variable order derivation scheme.
IV. INCORPORATING CONNECTIVITY-BASED
One of the interesting features of ACCORD is the metric that measures how tightly the variables are related to each other. This metric is defined as follows:
Definition IV.1: Two variables xi and xj are said to be correlated if they appear together (as literals) in one or more clauses. The number of clauses in which the pair of variables (xi, xj) appear together is termed as their degree of correlation.
ACCORD models variable activity, connectivity and the correlation of variables on a graph and subsequently analyzes its topology to derive a variable order [18] . While ACCORD did show improvements on non-EDA problems, its performance was not satisfactory on larger EDA benchmarks (such as the pipeline verification benchmarks) [18] . We analyzed the algorithm and found that even though ACCORD tightly analyzes the constraint-variable dependencies, it does not incorporate the effect of clause length when deciding upon the next branching variable. For example, consider the following set of clauses:
(x+a+e+b+f +g)(x+c+y) According to ACCORD, the degree of correlation between the variable x and every other variable in the above set of constraints is measured to be same. However, it can be noted that by resolving the three literal clause first will produce earlier implications/conflicts.
A. Enhancirng ACCORD: JW-ACCORD To overcome the above mentioned limitation, we decided to incorporate the effect of clause length within ACCORD. We extend the concept of degree of correlation by incorporating the clause length information within the metric. The degree of correlation between a pair of variables (xi, xj) is normalized according to the length of the clauses in which they appear together. Table I presents various metrics computed for the above set of constraints. Column 1 in the table corresponds to the literal for which the metric has been computed. Column 2 and 3 shows the computed literal activity and the J(L) metric (equation 1) respectively. Column 4 corresponds to the JW-Activity score, which is computed by multiplying values of column 2 with those in column 3.
The constraint-variable relationships for the given CNF-SAT problem can be modeled as a weighted graph as shown in Fig. 1 . The variables form the vertices, while edges denote the correlation/connectivity between them. Associated with each variable is JW-Activity measure corresponding to the literal that has the higher score. For example, in Fig. 1 (a) , the value of 0.75 in node a corresponds to that of literal a as that has the higher score than literal a (see Table I ). The edge weights represent the normalized degree of correlation between the variables/vertices. For example, variables x and c appear together in 2 clauses -in the second and the last clause. The length of the second clause is equal to 4 and that of the last clause is 5; hence, the edge weight is equal to 2 -4 + 2-5. An ordering of the nodes (variable order) is performed by analyzing the graph's topology. JW-ACCORD begins the search with the literal that has the highest value for JW-Activity metric. Here, from the table I, it can be seen that literal a has the highest JW-Activity metric (i.e. 0.75). In contrast, ACCORD would have considered the literals {x, x, a} to begin the search, as they share the same literal activity. Therefore, this variable a is marked and the node is added to a set called supernode and also stored in a list (var ord list). Next we need to identify the set of variables connected to this supernode a. Note that, when the solver branches on this literal a, it will assign a = 0. Hence, all the clauses corresponding to the literal a will be satisfied due to this assignment. In order to exploit this behaviour, the algorithm determines connectivity only from the clauses in which literal a appears. In that case, only the variable x is functionally connected to the supernode. Hence, x is marked as the next branching literal and it is added to the supernode as shown in Figs. 1 (b) and (c). Now we need to find the next set of variables that are connected to the current supernode {ua, x}. Again, in order to utilize the effect of decision making, only clauses containing x and a are considered for connectivity analysis. For this purpose, the edges incident on the node x are split into two, corresponding to the (positive and negative) literals and their correlation. This is shown in Fig. 1 (c) . The dotted edge corresponds to the negative literal (x). For example, between node x and y, there is only a dotted edge as y appears together with x and not with x. Continuing with our procedure, the variables that are connected to x and a are {y, b, c, d, e}. The correlation between x and node y is the highest and hence, y is the next branching variable. Actually, since y has higher score than y, y is the next branching literal (i.e. y = 0 will be the next assignment). The algorithm continues by analyzing such normalized degrees of correlation among literals until all the nodes are ordered. In case of a tie, the literal with higher JW-Activity score is selected.
Note, the above is just a visualization of our approach. In practice, we do not explicitly construct this weighted graph. The correlations are analyzed by operating directly on an array of array data structure as shown in Algorithm 1. V. ACCOUNTING FOR CONFLICT CLAUSES The above presented algorithm JW-ACCORD is used to derive an initial static variable order. The SAT tool will use this order for decision assignments. As the search proceeds, conflicts may be encountered and conflict clauses would be added to the database. As and when conflict clauses are added, the scores of literals have to be updated. We update the JW-Activity score as follows: (i) J(L) metric for each literal appearing in the conflict clause is updated according to the conflict clause length; (ii) activity of these literals is incremented by one; (iii) JW-Activity is then computed from this new activity and J(L) metric. According to the new JWActivity score, the variable order is updated.
In a recent approach (BerkMin) [2] , it was demonstrated that information within the conflict clauses (particularly the more recent conflicts) needs to be analyzed for branching. If there are unresolved conflict clauses, BerkMin selects the highest active literal within the conflict clauses for immediate branching. However, BerkMin does not analyze clause lengths. It is important to do so because conflict clause size often varies from 2 literals to 100's of literals [2] [20] . Keeping this in mind, we also keep track of JW-Activity scores of literals appearing within conflict clauses using a separate counter. Therefore, if there are unresolved conflict clauses, we resolve them first using the local JW-Activity score corresponding to the conflict clauses. Once all conflict clauses are resolved, we revert to the overall JW-Activity score to branch on the next undecided variable.
Our initial variable order can be used by any SAT solver and its native decision heuristics can certainly update the order (say, the VSIDS scheme in CHAFF [1] ). However, that would modify our initial order unfavourably. We have performed experiments with both the static order and with our dynamic update strategy. Some results are shown in Fig. 2 . From the figure, the importance of our dynamic updates is clearly visible.
VI. OVERALL BRANCHING STRATEGY
Combining the above concepts, our overall strategy is as follows: When the problem is being read, we compute the J(L) scores as well as the literal activities. Subsequently, JW-Activity score is computed using which the literals are sorted in decreasing order. Then, our JW-ACCORD algorithm is applied to derive an initial static variable ordering. This ordering is used by the SAT engine to start resolving the constraints. As and when conflict clauses are added, the JW-Activity scores are modified accordingly and the variable order gets dynamically updated; allowing for non-chronological backtracks. The conflict clause resolution is also performed as described above (BerkMin-type strategy). We have implemented these procedures within the zCHAFF solver [1] (latest version developed in 2004) using its native data-structures.
When the search proceeds, we do not update the JWscore (and hence, the JW-Activity) when clauses become satisfied. Instead, we update the JW-Activity of literals only when new conflict clauses are added.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We have conducted experiments over a large set of benchmarks that include: i) Microprocessor verification benchmarks [23] ; ii) DIMACS suite [24] ; iii) SAT encoding of Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) [25] ; iv) miter circuits submitted for SAT competition and v) hard instances specifically created for the SAT competition (industrial and handmade categories). We conducted our experiments on a Linux workstation with a 2.6GHz Pentium-IV processor and 512MB RAM. Table II presents some results that compares the performance of the proposed decision heuristic with those of zCHAFF and original ACCORD variable ordering scheme [18] . Since, our algorithm is implemented within zCHAFF, for a fair comparison, zCHAFF is used as the base SAT solver for all experiments. Also, in order to compare the performance of our solver with other stateof-the-art solvers, we also ran experiments with MiniSAT SAT solver (latest version that participated in the SAT 2005 competition). Each benchmark is given to both MiniSAT and zCHAFF and their corresponding solving times are recorded, as reported in column 4 and 5. The benchmarks are then given to ACCORD to derive the variable order. The order derivation time is reported in column 6. This order is then given to zCHAFF as an initial static ordering. zCHAFF's native VSIDS heuristics update this order on encountering conflicts. This solve time is given in column 7 and column 8 gives total compute time.
Finally, our engineered tool is used to compute the JW-Activity scores and derive the initial order using JW-ACCORD; this time is reported in column 9. Note that the variable order time is negligible even for large benchmarks. Our modified tool uses this as the initial order and begins the search. On encountering conflicts, it employs the above described update strategy. This solve time is reported in column 10 and the total time in the last column. As compared to zCHAFF and ACCORD, the proposed heuristic results in significant speedup in SAT solving. In fact, our integrated approach always defeats zCHAFF. Our technique outperforms MiniSAT too, for most of the benchmarks -barring a few for which the compute times are comparable. Also, it can be noted from the results that our solver can solve some benchmarks which none of the other tools can solve.
The 
